February, 2012
Subject: Recommendation for Ozair Construction:
To whom it may concern
Dear Sir/Madam,
It is our pleasure to introduce and write a review on Ozair Construction (OC).
I had purchased a house recently (before ~ 5 months) and needed some remodeling
work for that house. I found OC online through ‘service magic’ and contacted them.
Initially, I told them that I have a small project. This is regarding changing the floor. I
found that Ron was extremely helpful in searching materials, suggesting good materials
and in my budget and choice. We had lot of issues to finish the floor project. He had
possible solution for everything. He had a ‘no problem’ and ‘it would be done’ attitude
with a smile on face that gave us confidence and made our worries gone. He made
things work unexpectedly smoothly.
The most interesting thing is that, I have a very tough schedule at work. I could hardly
find time to meet anyone or do anything in my working hours. Ron knows how to make
things work. He came whenever I needed or, I could meet him. He knows a best ‘timemanagement’ too.
He helped me beyond I expected. He picked up things from Home-depot for my house
(even in late hours after my work). This is during the time when his wife was in late stage
pregnancy and he needed to be home early. His devotion and sincerity to work was
unparallel. He never complained. He always helped in whichever was possible. Both Mia
(his wife) and Ron are unexpectedly easy-to-work with personality.
There are so many incidences that I could recall to be grateful to Ron. He is very flexible
and made my wishes list for home to work. I remember that I was in trouble to qualify for
inspection and my heater and other things needed to be fixed quickly before the final
inspection. I called Ron for his expertise. I knew that I could trust upon him to find the
best solution. He made things work at ‘no-time’. He works “FAST”. Anything needed
within quick time, you can depend on Ron.
Things needed any change or new project, he finds a best possible way always. I can
depend on Ron without any 2nd thought. Since then, I keep calling Ron for any work that
I need. He develops a business of trust, faith and confidence.
I believe that I could not live in my dream home without Ozair constructions’s work. I do
not know how I can reciprocate this help but I would remember this involvement in my
house project for my life time.
I hope you enjoy working with Ron equally as I did. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me.
Thank you
Moon Sen Los Angeles, CA. Email: msen_2k@yahoo.com; Ph: 501-247-7557

